Abstract-An interpretation for the use of cumulants in narrowband array processing problems is proposed. It is shown how fourth-order cumulants of multichannel observations increase the directional information compared with second-order statistics. Based on the interpretation, it is shown how cumulants can be used to increase the effective aperture of an arbitrary antenna array. The amount of partial information necessary to jointly calibrate an arbitrary array and estimate the directions of farfield sources is also investigated. It is proven that the presence of a doublet and use of fourth-order cumulants is sdcient to accomplish this task. The proposed approach is computationally efficient and more general than covariance-based algorithms that have addressed the calibration problem under constraints. A class of beamforming techniques is proposed to recover the source waveforms. Proposed estimation procedures are based on cumulants, which bring insensitivity to the spatial correlation structure of additive Gaussian measurement noise. Simulations are provided to illustrate the use of the proposed algorithms.
. The algorithms proposed for the problem are in general tailored for the narrowband case, and utilize the sample covariance matrix of array measurements.
Among the algorithms proposed in the literature, the socalled subspace methods that are based on the eigendecomposition of the sample covariance matrix possess very appealing features, among them that they have modest computational requirements when compared with the maximum-likelihood method [33] . Parameter estimation by subspace methods starts with detection of sources [30] and results in asymptotically exact values for the parameters of interest.
The MUSIC algorithm [25] is the most popular subspace method due to its applicability to arrays of arbitrary orientation and response. In addition, it can estimate a multitude of parameters for each far-field source, such as azimuth, elevation angles, and polarization. This generality results in a major drawback: Array response must be measured and stored for every possible combination of source parameters.
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This procedure, known as array calibration, is very undesirable since it requires an enormous amount of memory to store the array manifold, especially in the case of multiple parameters. In addition, the MUSIC algorithm is very sensitive to calibration errors [lo] . The direction-finding (DF) step of the MUSIC algorithm is also computationally expensive except for some specific array configurations. These problems limit the applicability of the MUSIC-like subspace algorithms.
In this paper, we address the problem of joint array calibration and direction-of-arrival estimation (DOA) with arbitrary arrays. Our goal is to determine the minimal information necessary about the array structure to estimate source bearings and develop an algorithm that utilizes this sufficient information. The problem resembles the blind equalization problem in data communications, where the data symbols are distorted by finite-memory channels. In blind equalization, the goal is to "open the eye" so that it is possible to jointly estimate the impulse response of the channel and recover the symbols. In the array problem, the aim is to "open the eye of the processor," so that it can "see" the far-field sources (DOA estimation), and "listen to" each of them (waveform recovery). The equivalence of the cost function proposed by Vezzosi [28] for steering vector estimation for isotropic sensor arrays and the cost function proposed by Godard [12] for blind equalization indicates the degree of overlap between these two problems.
The blind equalization problem is known to be unsolvable for nonminimum phase systems if processing is limited to the power-spectrum. Higher-than second-order statistics (cumulants) have been shown to be invaluable for solving this problem, since it is possible to recover phase information [15] with cumulants. In array processing, we obtain phase information by cross-correlating channel measurements. It is this phase information that makes eigenstructure-based highresolution spatial-spectrum estimation possible. In the array processing context, the motivation for using cumulants is to recover more phase terms than is possible by using only second-order statistics. We describe an interpretation for the use of higher-order statistics in the array problem in Section 11. This interpretation will enable us to explain how cumulants can be used to increase the effective aperture of an antenna array.
Given an arbitrary may, joint calibration and DOA estimation problems can easily be solved if we have an identical copy of the array displaced in space, by using the ESPRIT algorithm [23] . In this way,' the problems associated with the ' We assume the reader is familiar with the assumptions and processing involved in the ESPRIT algorithm as described in [23] .
array calibration procedure are alleviated by incorporating a specific type of redundancy into the array configuration. The ESPRIT algorithm can blindly identify the steering vectors and DOA's of sources whose number is limited by the subarray size; hence, waveforms of the sources whose directions are identified can be estimated.
The special array geometry required by ESPRIT is not available in general, so it is difficult to calibrate arbitrary arrays in practice. Rockah and Schultheiss [21] did pioneering work on the conditions required for calibrating isotropic sensors of arbitrary arrays. They proved that "when the location of one sensor and the direction to a second sensor is known, three noncolinear (spectrally/temporally disjoint) sources (with unknown bearings) are sufficient to calibrate sensor positions with errors that decrease to zero as calibrating source strength or time-bandwidth products tend to infinity." Therefore, if the direction of one sensor to the reference sensor is known, then vector as a reference for the isotropic array. These results give us hope that not all of the redundancy required by ESPRIT is necessary, and that one may do well by using a single doublet rather than having all the sensors occur in pairs.
characterized by knowledge of the first two moments, as in the Gaussian case; however, in real applications, practical farfield sources often emit non-Gaussian signals, e.g., as in a communications scenario.
Whenever second-order statistics can not completely characterize all of the statistical properties of underlying signals, it is beneficial to consider information embedded in higher than second-order moments. Higher-order statistics (HOS) prove to be rewarding alternatives to second-order statistics, and there are many signal processing problems that are not solvable without access to HOS [15] . In this section, we first summarize the properties of fourth-order cumulants and then provide an interpretation for their use in array processing problems.
A. Cumulants-DeJnitions and properties
In Our we consider the Of interest to be cesses. Mea"ent noise components, being the outcome of many unknown' independent are then assumed to be Gaussian random processes with unknown covariances. To handle symmetric probability density functions from the to be isotropic). To alleviate the computational demands of sources of interest (e.g., communication signals), we shall multidimensional optimization, suboptimal search procedures use fourth-order cumulants of sensor outputs. Fourth-order can be employed that may result in local convergence even (zero-lag) cumulants of zero-mean stationary measurements when true statistics are used.
Sensitivity to spatially colored noise can be minimized for are defined in a the uniform linear array by the covariance-differencing method methods arise from iterative nonlinear optimization procedures Gaussian noise suppression is Only One benefit Of using way as follOws [201:
[27]. All these restrictions limit the application of proposed algorithms.
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and that has and j . The richness Of cumulants in the array configuration required by the ESPRIT algorithm [231, definition is in keeping with the definition of cross-covariance, This method is nonrecursive, requires eigendecomposition of sample cumulant matrices, and does not involve any computationally intensive search procedure. In Section IV, we provide which Only terms Of arguments be expressed as P~J arguments prove to be an interesting feature. simulation experiments to illustrate the effectiveness of the observations and research directions.
Before giving an interpretation for the additional informaproperties3 of cumulants that are useful to us in the sequel [15] :
proposed method. Section V concludes the paper with final tion provided by the higher-order statistics in (l), we list 
[CP5]-If a subset of random variables { z , }~=~ are independent of the rest, then cum(xl, 2 2 , . . . ,z,) = 0.
(6)
[CP6]-The permutation of the random variables does not change the value of the cumulant.
B. Cumulants-An Interpretation for Array Processing
High-resolution direction-finding methods such as MUSIC and ESPRIT, which use second-order statistics of array measurements, have been developed for the generic model where A is the full-rank steering matrix, s ( t ) denotes the source waveforms, and n(t) is the noise contribution. If there are M sensors and P sources, then r(t) and n(t) are Mvectors, s ( t ) is a P-vector and A is an M x P matrix. If the noise is spatially-white, then the covariance matrix of r(t) takes the form r(t) = As(t) + n(t)
If there are P sources, and they are all incoherent, then the source covariance matrix E,, is diagonal, and R can be reexpressed as (9) where r $ and a k denote the power and the steering vector for the kth source respectively. If at another data collection time, the power of the kLh source is scaled by p k , then the array covariance matrix R for this scenario takes the form k = l P IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SIGNAL PROCESSING, VOL. 43, NO. 5, MAY 1995 High-resolution direction-finding methods use the structure of (9) to eliminate the noise component (a21), and then search for the vectors in the array manifold that lie in the range space of A E,, AH. The presence of scale factors ( p k ' s ) in (10) does not cause a problem for direction-finding algorithms unless the szale factors are zero, because the signal subspaces of R and R are the same. If the noise is spatially-colored, elimination of noise in the array covariance matrix is not possible unless one knows the noise covariance matrix and whitens the received signals. If the noise is Gaussian, then cumulants can be used to suppress its effects.
In order to provide an interpretation for the use of second and higher-order statistics in array processing applications, we illustrate an array set-up in Fig. 1 . For convenience, the elements of the array (represented by circles) are assumed to be isotropic4 and the narrowband sources that illuminate the array are assumed to be statistically independent. In this case, we can further assume the presence of a single stationary source s ( t ) (withouf loss of jenerality due to Suppose we compute the cross-correlation (ignoring noise effects) between the measured signal r ( t ) and virtual signal v(t), E{r*(t)w(t)}, assuming the reference point to be the position of the sensor that records r ( t ) . We call such a crosscorrelation a "virtual" cross-Eorrelation. Because T ( t ) = s ( t ) , and w(t) = s(t)exp(-jk . d), it follows that the directional information provide; by_the correlation operation is embedded in the dot product k . d, i.e.
The source power gz doe: not provide any directional information, and the vector k is common to all terms; hence, the information recovered by cross-correlation of two sensor outputs can be represented by the vector extending from the conjugated sensor, to the unconjugated one, i.e., crosscorrelation is a vector in the geometrical sense, i.e., p7,u E d.
Here, equivalence ''S' means "to carry the same directional information."
After providing such an interpretation for cross-correlation, the problem is how to interpret fourth-order cross-cumulants that have four arguments. Consider the cumulant is-a virtu_al-proc~ss measured by a virtual-sensor. From the array g$omEtry 
74,s
E{r*(t)v(t)} = Lcum(r*(i),x(t),T*(t),y(t)). (14) Equation (14), which relates a fourth-order statistic to a second-order statistic, demonstrates that it is possible to recover directional information that is provided by channels T (t) and v(t) without actually using a real sensor to measure v(t).
We refer to (14) as a "virtual cross-correlation computation" (VC3). Note that the cumulant computation in (14) carries directional information only for the non-Gaussian components of the measurements, and the cumulant computation in (14) suppresses the Gaussian components.
From the development of (14), we see that fourth-order cumulants can be interpreted as addition of two vectors, each extending fro? a ccnjugaied channel to an unconjugated one, i.e., PUT: $ It can be shown that (14) holds for both: Multiple independent sources (due to The intersections of the lines in the lattice determine the candidate locations for virtual-sensors. To implement a covariance-like subspace algorithm, we need to compute the cross-correlation of all sensor outputs, actual or virtual. In other words, we need to connect the sensors to be used with a single vector. With fourth-order cumulants, we have the opportunity of using two vectors for connection purposes. These connecting vectors must be selected from the set of vectors that define the lattice. In Fig. 2 we have indicated a group of sensors (not a unique selection) that consist of four virtual and three actual sensors that can communicate by two jumps (vector additions). It is possible to form a 7 
E{T*(t)Y(t)) = Z c U m ( r * ( t ) , !At), r*(t), d t ) )
(between actual and virtual sensors)
E (~* ( t ) u l ( t ) }
= s.CUm(T*(t),x(t),T*(t),y(t)) (15) It is not possible to create more than four virtual channels with this array configuration using fourth-order cumulants.
Observe from (15) that the computed cumulants are scaled versions of the cross-correlations. If in forming the array covariance matrix, we replace every cross-correlation with its cumulant counter part that carries the same directional information (as in Fig. 3 ), then the ccntribution of the source to the resulting covariance matrix R will be scaled by an unknown scale factor p k = y4,k/ai; therefore, R will take the form of the covariance matrix as in (lo) , in which source powers are scaled by /3k
Note also that because R is computed using cumulants, a2 = 0 (cumulants suppress additive Gaussian noise), but p k # 0 since the sources are non-Gaussian. In (16), the steering vectors (ad are 7 x I, i.e., they fully represent the delays encountered by the wavefronts as if we have seven actual elements at the locations selected in Fig. 2 . The diagonal matrix consists of fourth-order cumulants (that can be negative5) of _the nonGaussian sources; therefore, the cumulant matrix R is not necessarily positive-definite, unlike the covariance matrix of sensor measurements. This difference does not pose a problem in the direction-finding processor when the eigenvalues are sorted with respect to their magnitude. Our geometric interpretation suggests why cumulants have a great potential for array processing: Cumulants can be used to form virtual covariance matrices (e.g., (16)) whose signal subspace can be characterized by an extended aperture. For the example in Fig. 2 , a covariance-based algorithm can estimate the bearings of two sources, whereas the cumulantbased approach can estimate the parameters of six sources (one less than the number of elements that form the extended (or, effective) aperture). Although all the elements that form the effective aperture are not physically present, the covariance matrix can be computed (to within scale factors for each source) and used in a direction-finding algorithm; hence, we refer to the cumulant-based method as a "virtual aperture extension" approach. In addition, the cumulant-based approach can survive in the presence of colored noise due to [CP4]. In 5For example, the fourth-order cumulant for 4QAM signals with variance nf is -( u : )~. Construction of a matrix (R) to be used in the direction-finding Section IV, we provide more examples and simulations using different array configurations.
Note that there are various ways to compute the crosscorrelation between the actual sensors using cumulants, because cross-correlation is a vector, and any vector can be expressed as the addition of the zero vector to itself. Therefore, by using two of the arguments of the fourth-order cumulant as required by correlation, and then using the remaining two arguments by repeating one of the sensor measurements in the cumulant expression, we obtain the required cross-correlation to within a scale factor, e.g.
From (17), we can deduce that there exists M theoretically identical ways of computing cross-correlations between actual sensors using cumulants. 6 The advantage of computing (17) is that additive Gaussian noise can be suppressed by the cumulant calculation. If E{z* ( t ) y ( t ) } were computed directly, it would be severely affected by additive Gaussian noise. Equation (17) was the approach taken in the initial attempts to incorporate higher-order statistics into direction-finding algorithms for Gaussian noise suppression purposes [9] , [19] ; however, our various options for computing a cross-correlation provide a new way of smoothing to decrease the variance. For example, we can average all the options for the cross-correlation in (17) and use this average in place of the required correlation.
E{z*(t)y(t)} by
Similar analysis indicates that there are M ( M + 1)/2 ways to compute the autocorrelation at a sensor, e.g.
The cross-correlation between an actual and a virtual sensor can be represented either in only one way, or in M theoretically identical ways using cumulants, depending on the relative locations of the sensors involved. For example (see Fig. 2 ), E{z*(t)wl(t)} = E{r*(t)y(t)} can be implemented in M ways, as in (17); whereas, E{r*(t)wl(t)} has the unique implementation p;$.
Finally, we note that implementation of cross-correlation between virtual sensors is either identical to cross-correlation between actual sensors, or there is only one way to compute it (e.g., E{w;(t)~q(t)}). Autocorrelation at virtual sensors is identical to that at actual sensors and can be computed as in (18) .
From the above discussion, we have determined that the extra information provided by cumulants is actually in the cross-correlation terms that can be uniquely represented by cumulants of actual measurements. Averaging (whenever possible) is proposed as a way to smooth the cumulants against estimation errors that are zero-mean and Gaussian [20] . We have shown, however, that cumulants have more important properties than just Gaussian noise suppression. The companion paper [4] addresses the issue of non-Gaussian noise suppression. In the next section, we extend the interpretation developed in this section to nonisotropic antenna arrays.
JOINT ARRAY CALIBRATION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION
In this section, we propose the use of VC3 for calibrating arrays that are illuminated by multiple incoherent far-field sources from unknown directions. The calibration problem can be summarized as estimation of the directions of far-field sources with an array of unknown array manifold (i.e., sensor locations and responses). Contrary to [21] , we allow sources to overlap in time and frequency, consider sensors with arbitrary responses, and do not assume a nominal knowledge for the array geometry and spatial correlation of measurement noise.
6Here we do not count the cumulants with symmetrical arguments, i.e., If the virtual sensor measurements { v k ( t ) } i L l denote the required data from a displaced copy of the main array that measures { r k ( t ) } t L l , then it is possible to reach any virtual sensor location from an actual sensor location by addition of two vectors between actual sensors when the doublet { r-1 ( t ) , r * ( t ) } is available. In other words, cross-correlation between actual and virtual sensor elements can be calculated by using cumulants, since cumulants can be interpreted as vector addition, whereas cross-covariance can be interpreted as a single vector. From the geometry, the copy of the first sensor 2'1 ( t ) overlaps the second sensor that measures T Z ( t ) . If we use the actual sensors as a subarray in the ESPRIT algorithm and virtual sensors as another subarray, then these two subarrays share an element, namely the second guiding sensor. The number of elements in a subarray equals the number of actual elements -U, whereas the total aperture consists of 2M-1 sensors.
Clearly, there is need for some information about the array;
here we investigate what that sufficient information is.
Given an arbitrary array, joint array calibration and source parameter estimation can easily be solved if we have an identical copy of the yray displaced in space with a known displacement vector A so that we can apply the ESPRIT algorithm [23] . Given such an array configuration, ESPRIT can determine the source bearings within a cone of ambiguity, for which the axis of the cone coincides with the known displacement vector. This ambiguity can be removed if one uses multiple-invariance ESPRIT to estimate both azimuth and elevation angles [26] . In this section, we consider bearing estimation within a cone of ambiguity.
The main questions we will answer in this section are as follows. Given an array of arbitrary geometry and sensor responses: 1) Is it necessary to have a full copy of the array for 2) If not, how much redundancy is necessary? 3) How can such an algorithm be implemented? We provide the answers based on the results of Section 11-B. Consider the arbitrary array and its copy in Fig. 4 . In order to use the ESPRIT algorithm to jointly estimate the DOA parameters of multiple sources and the associated steering vectors, we need to compute the cross-correlations between subarrays. For example (see (11) and Fig. 4) where U M denotes the response of the Mth sensor to the wavefront from the source. Unfortunately, we cannot compute (19) since we do not have access to the virtual signal u~( t ) .
Next, consider which follows from (19) . Note that E{r;(t)rM(t)} is computable because r1 ( t ) and rM(t) are.actua1 signals. If we knew ej,',A, then we could solve [20] for E{~T(t)t~j,l(t)}; however, this is ;of possible since we do not know the propagation vector k .
From Fig. 4 we observe that all vectors joining two sensors in separate subarrays can be decomposed as addition of two vectois, one between the sensors of the ma@ array e d the o_ther _one being the displacement vector A, e.g. d'12 = d12fA. All t h+e czmputable correlations (20) lack the common term e x p ( -j k . A). It is necessary to form a bridge between the main array and its copy to recover this phase term.
From our results in Section 11-B, we know that by using fourth-order cumulants and assuming that only one dou- Cross-correlation between virtual sensors is identical to that between actual sensors, i.e., p V E rV1 = prk ,rl .
Equations (21) and (22) can therefore be used to form the covariance matrix required by ESPRIT [23] . The presence of lull2 in the scale factor is not important since this term is common to all cumulant terms; it makes the effective fourthorder source cumulant be 7 4 , s I a 1 I 2 .
Two ways exist (which is the number of guiding sensors) to implement the required cross-correlations between actual elements, i.e.
(23)
because it is known that the responses of the guiding sensors that measure rl(t) and rz(t) are identical (i.e., a1 = a2). Since the sensors of the main array are not otherwise identical, we can not substitute the guiding sensor measurements with the measurement of another sensor as we did in (17), i.e.
4
~9 2 r k , r l For obvious reasons, we call the single pair of sensors that form the doublet "guiding sensors" and the resulting algorithm "virtual-ESPRIT algorithm (VESPA)." Note that the VESPA requires only a single doublet rather than a full-copy of the array, resulting in enormous hardware reductions. VESPA also alleviates the problems resulting from the perfect sampling synchronization requirements of the covariance-ESPRIT for the two subarrays. In VESPA, synchronization must be maintained only between the elements of the single doublet. A block diagram for VESPA is provided in Fig. 5 .
E { T i ( t ) T l ( t ) }
In applications, we do not have the true cumulants; they are replaced by their consistent estimates that converge to true values as the data length grows to infinity. The results in [17] indicate that convergence to the true values is rapid at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The requirement of a single doublet with known orientation
A is in fact the necessary requirement in (excluding the sensor at the center), and attaching this vector to the sensor at the center. There are two ways to do this, hence we have 12 new locations. Since these 12 new locations communicate with the center sensor with only one vector, they communicate with the sensors of previous design (virtual sensors on the circle) with at most two jumps, implying that the aperture can be extended to (5 + 4 + 12 = 21) elements using cumulants. the same requirement about the necessary information for identifiability. In addition, the consistency results for our approach and the method in [21] require high-SNR and longer data lengths when compared with methods that utilize full knowledge of the array manifold. On the other hand, the requirements of our approach are very mild when compared to those in [21] and its extensions: 1) We allow multiple Our approach is applicable to arbitrary arrays (the isotropic sensor arrays of [13] and [21] are a subclass); 3) Our approach is also applicable to nominally-linear mays, for which the bearing estimates are within a cone of ambiguity, and the cone axis coincides with the displacement vector between guiding sensors. This ambiguity can be resolved by adding a third guiding sensor that is not colinear with the other two guiding sensors, in order to create another virtual copy of the original array and to then apply the multiple-invariance ESPRIT algorithm [26]; 4) From an implementation point of view, our approach is noniterative and eliminates parameter 7Although Levi and Messer [13] claim this condition can also be relaxed by their purely geometrical analysis, it is not possible to estimate the underlying phase factors by their approach when there are multiple co-channel signals and there is uncertainty about sensor locations. search by using ESPRIT, unlike the method in [31] , which requires iterations and very good nominal knowledge about the array to start a multidimensional search; 5) The cumulantbased approach does not require information about noise spatial correlation, unlike the covariance-based algorithm; 6) In the presence of white observation noise, it is possible to initialize the maximum-likelihood approach proposed in [31] by the results of VESPA to get even better estimates; 7) In the presence of colored Gaussian noise, a trispectral maximum-likelihood approach can be designed along the lines of [9] initialized by VESPA to calibrate arbitrary arrays in a maximum-likelihood fashion without the knowledge of noise color; and, finally, 8) The companion paper [4] sets the stage for removing the effects of non-Gaussian colored noise, which can be followed by a ML approach.
Finally, we address an alternative approach that is designed to apply ESPRIT to arbitrary arrays [32] . In [32] , array measurements are processed by transformation matrices in order to approximate the measurements of a uniform linear array, so that the ESPRIT algorithm can be applied to estimate the source parameters. In other words, this method first interpolates the measurements to estimate the received signals as though they were from a linear array under the same far-field conditions. The design of the transformation matrices requires perfect knowledge of the original array manifold; hence, [32] 's method can be thought of as a DOA estimation method rather than a calibration method. On the other hand, VESPA does not assume perfect knowledge of the complete array manifold; it requires knowledge about a doublet and interpolates fourthorder cumulants of measurements to implement the missing cross-correlations required by the ESPRIT algorithm.
To recover the waveforms associated with the far-field sources, we first estimate the steering vectors by subspace rotation [23] 
r(t) = a d s d ( t ) + AJj(t) + n(t) (26) where j(t) contains the co-channel signals (except s d ( t ) ) and n(t) is the measurement noise.
We propose two approaches for signal -recovery:
Minimum-Variance Distortionless Response Beamfonner
This beamformer estimates the desired wave-(MVDR): form in the mean-square sense, as (27) where R = E{r(t)rH(t)}. In (27), we ignored a scale factor since it does not affect the output signal-tointerference plus noise ratio (SINR).
&(t) = wfr(t) = (R-l ad)Hr(t)
MVDR With Perfect Nulling (Null-MVDR):
This beamformer estimates the SO1 waveform in the mean-square sense while putting perfect nulls on the interferers, i.e.
S d ( t ) = wfr(t)
where the weight vector w2 is the solution of the linearlyconstrained minimum variance problem: which has the solution Both of the above beamformers do not require knowledge of the measurement noise covariance matrix. Derivations of (27) and (30) can be found in [ 161.
I v . ILLUSTRATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first give some examples to illustrate how higher order statistics can virtually increase the effective aperture of arbitrary arrays. We then present simulation experiments to demonstrate the performance of the joint parameter estimation and calibration algorithms proposed in this paper. We analyze three different array geometries-circular, linCircular Array: In Fig. 6(a) , we illustrate a circular array with a sensor at the center. Such a configuration is very suitable for linear-prediction direction-finding when the sensor at the center is used as the reference [l 11. Only five of the sensors (filled sensors) are necessary to compute the necessary cross-correlations using cumulants (see Fig.  6(b) ). In [7] , we determine bounds on aperture extension and investigate minimum-redundancy array (MRA) design for cumulant-based processing. For the five element array of Fig. 6(b) , the total effective aperture consists of 21 sensors and is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Linear Array: Consider the fully-redundant linear array of N isotropic sensors in Fig. 8(a) . In [24] it is proved that the aperture can be extended to 2N-1 elements. We now provide a very simple and geometric proof for this fact: The most distant point from the origin that we can reach by two vector additions is (2N-2) , (since the maximum length vector among the available sensors is ( N -1) units long), i.e. the effective aperture consists of 2N-1 sensors! The proof is this simple because of the vector interpretation for cumulants developed in this paper. Design of linear MRA's is investigated in [7] . Rectangular Array : We can now analyze the more general case of the fully-redundant rectangular array in Fig. 8(b) .
We have an array of N, . N y sensors. With similar reasoning to the linear case, the effective aperture consists of (2N,-1)(2N,-1) sensors.
B. Direction-Finding Using VC3 and MUSIC
In this section, we provide an experiment to illustrate the use of VC3 with the MUSIC algorithm in order to estimate the bearings of six far-field sources that illuminate the array from' { 50°, 70°, 90°, loo', 120', and 160'). The sources are assumed to be of equal power and assumed to broadcast binary phase shift keyed (BPSK) waveforms. We use a three-element array of isotropic sensors that is depicted in Fig. 9 .
This estimation problem is not solvable with second-order statistics even when one uses minimum-redundancy array concepts [7] ; however, using VC3, it is possible to extend the effective aperture to seven sensors.
Using cumulants to compute cross-correlations, we form a 7 x 7 virtual covariance matrix. In forming this matrix, we calculated all the alternatives for computing a crosscorrelation and averaged them before substituting for the cross-correlation. We then applied the MUSIC algorithm to the virtual covariance matrix. Fig. 10 indicates results from 10 independent realizations at 20 dB SNR for two different data lengths in spatially-white noise. It is clear that VC3 based MUSIC can resolve all the sources in both cases. In addition, the variation of peak locations decreases with increasing data length.
C. Joint Calibration and Parameter Estimation
In this section, we investigate the direction-finding and waveform estimation capability of VESPA using an array of dipoles. The response of a dipole takes the form cos($), and is illustrated in Fig. 11 . If the dipole is rotated counterclockwise by a, then its response becomes cos($ -a).
We consider an array of four dipoles with locations ((0, 0), ( The bearings are measured counterclockwise as indicated in Fig. 11 . The resulting 4 x 3 steering matrix has singular values { 3.3959,0.5347, 0.0337}, which indicates that sources are very hard to resolve with the array, i.e., the ratio between the extreme singular values is 1/100.
To implement VESPA, we need a doublet that consists of sensors that have identical responses separated with a known displacement vector. To maintain this requirement, we provide a fifth sensor at location (A/2, 0) on the z-axis, with orientation 90', i.e., a twin of the first element in the original four-element array. In this scenario, VESPA uses five sensors, therefore it is called VESPA (5) . The subarray size of 85',$2 = 90',$3 = 95').
8Note the angle measurement convention in Fig. 9 .
VESPA (5) is five elements and one sensor is shared between subarrays. Fig. 13(a) illustrates the set-up for VESPA (5) .
To compare VESPA with the original ESPRIT algorithm, we provided a full copy of the original array to the ESPRIT algorithm. This copy is displaced (X/2)& from the original array. ESPRIT uses eight sensors, hence it is called ESPRIT (8) . The subarray size of ESPRIT (8) is four elements with no overlap between subarrays. Fig. 13(b) illustrates the set-up for ESPRIT (8) .
Finally, to make a reasonable comparison between VESPA and ESPRIT, we let VESPA use all eight channels that are available to ESPRIT (8) . We label this scenario as VESPA (8) . The only information available to VESPA (8) is the presence of the doublet as in VESPA (5), i.e., VESPA (8) does not use the fact that array measurements conform to the ESPRIT data model. Figure 13(c) illustrates the set-up for VESPA (8) . The subarray size in VESPA (8) is eight elements, and five elements are common to both subarrays. Since VESPA (8) does not know the fact that the ESPRIT model is available, it does not know the degree of subarray overlap.
White Noise: We first test the three methods in additive, spatially-white, circular Gaussian noise. We define the power of a source as the variance of its wavefront measured by an isotropic sensor with unity gain.
Fig. 14 illustrates the estimates from the three methods for 200 independent realizations using 100 snapshots. It can be observed that ESPRIT(8) failed in general, whereas VESPA (5) and VESPA (8) resolved the sources and provided acceptable estimates. The signal subspace of the sample covariance matrix used in ESPRIT (8) does not conform to the ESPRIT data model good enough due to small number of snapshots and results in an unacceptable DOA estimation accuracy.
To investigate the performance of cumulant-based methods, we performed additional experiments by changing both the SNR and the data length. Table I reports results for 200 and 500 snapshots, with SNR levels of 0, 10, 20, and 30 dB. Each mean and standard deviation pair in this table is obtained from 500 independent realizations. We note that low-SNR performance (0-20 dB SNR) of VESPA (5) and VESPA (8) are significantly better than that of ESPRIT (8) . At 30 dB SNR, ESPRIT(8) performed slightly better than the cumulantbased methods: At low SNR's noise is the primary factor for separation of signal and noise subspaces for close signals, and at high SNR's the performance depends on the presence of cross-terms in the estimation of cumulant and covariance matrices. For cumulant-based methods, these unwanted crossterms decay with increasing data length at a slower rate than covariance-based methods. Similar experiments were carried out for data lengths of 1000 and 2000 snapshots, and are reported in Table 11 . We observe improvement with increasing data length when SNR > 20 dB, and a dominant behavior of cumulant-based methods in the low SNR region. Increase in data length does not provide as much improvement at low SNR (SNR = 0 dB) as it does for high-SNR scenarios.
Colored Noise: We now investigate the performance of VESPA (8) in spatially colored noise and compare its performance with that of ESPRIT(8). .:
.: :.
:. Due to the presence of colored noise, ESPRIT(8) will provide biased results. One alternative to overcome this may be to provide the perfect knowledge of the noise-covariance matrix to ESPRIT(8) to enable pre-whitening of the measurements; however, the pre-whitened measurements do not conform to the ESPRIT data model.
The colored noise is generated so that its principal component overlaps with the spatial spectra of the far-field signals. This is done to complicate the direction-finding process. The noise spatial spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 16 . The corresponding noise covariance matrix R, is formed as the scaled sum of two covariance matrices Rd and FL,. Rd .((e -90")/30")a(0)aH(0) (32) where a(0) corresponds to the steering vectors for the ES-PFUT(8) configuration and a(0) is a triangular function which is centered at 0" (i.e., maximum value of one at 0") and extends from -1" to 1". The angle parameter 0 is increased from 60" to 120' in 1' increments. The constant is provided to make the trace of R d equal to eight (number of elements). The white-noise component R, carries one-fifth of the power of the directional-component, i.e., R, = 0.218. The noise covariance matrix is obtained as
where 02 is present to make the trace of R, equal to eight. We then performed a Cholesky decomposition of R, so that R, = LLH, in order to generate the measurements r(t) = As(t) + 10-(SNR/20)Ln(t) (34) in which n(t) is complex circular Gaussian noise with zeromean and covariance matrix 18.
The data generated using (34) is used in VESPA (8) . Since ESPRIT(8) yields biased results in colored noise, and does not apply to pre-whitened data, we replaced L by 18 in (34) for generating the data for ESPRIT@), so we compare colored noise performance of VESPA (8) with white noise performance of ESPRIT@).
We performed 200 independent experiments for VESPA(8) in colored noise and ESPRIT(8) in white-noise. We let the SNR be 10 dB (see (34)), and collected 1000 snapshots. The noise covariance matrices for colored and white noises have the same trace, i.e., total noise power introduced to ESPRIT and VESPA are the same. The mean and standard deviation of ESPRIT (8) estimates for this scenario have already been displayed in Table I1 for a different set of 500 independent Fig. 15 displays the results for the present 200 realizations; it indicates that at this SNR level ESPFUT (8) provides unreliable estimates for data corrupted by only white noise, whereas VESPA(8) provides very good estimates for data corrupted by colored noise.
Waveform Recovery. : In this experiment, we compare the performance of the cumulant-based signal recovery techniques and Capon's MVDR beamformer with perfectly known steering vector in tcrms of the SINR at the output of the processor. We also compare SINR performances of ESPRIT and VESPA that use the same number of sensors.
Capon's MVDR beamformer is a very sensitive processor to mismatches in the steering vector of the source whose waveform is to be estimated. In this experiment, we assume that perfect knowledge of the steering vector is available to the Capon processor to implement (27). Even in this case, Capon's MVDR has problems due to the inversion of sample covariance matrix in (27). The estimated noise-subspace from the sample covariance matrix is not orthogonal to the true signal subspace. Therefore, the estimated noise subspace is not orthogonal to the perfectly known steering vector. In the case of high SNR sources, the noise subspace eigenvalues are significantly smaller than the signal subspace eigenvalues and amplify the component of the known steering vector in the estimated noise subspace, which in turn introduces measurement noise at the expense of the desired signal in Therefore, the weight vector is not parallel to the steering vector, and it has a large component in the noise subspace, which introduces measurement noise in the array output. 
for infinite collect time, X1 = A, A2 = a:, and el = al, e 2 = b. However, for finite samples these equalities are not valid, and the computed weight vector using sample statistics has a large component in the true noise subspace. The finite-sample estimation problem is illustrated in Fig. 17 . In the case of a nonperfect steering vector, additional problems arise due to the components of the assumed (or, estimated) steering vector in the noise subspace and signal-free interference subspace. There are two major techniques to address the mismatches created by inversion of the sample covariance matrix: 1) Robust adaptive beamforming technique [2] that constrains the norm of the weight vector of the MVDR processor to lie in a hypersphere; and 2) steering vector projection approach of [8] which, as its name implies, first projects the known steering vector on the signal subspace of the samp€e covariance matrix, and then computes (27). Mathematically, if E, denotes the A4 x P eigenvector matrix for the signal subspace of the sample covariance matrix and R,, is the corresponding eigenvalue matrix, then the weight vector of the linear combiner (instead of (27)) is computed as w1 = R-l(E,Efa) = ESa2,'Efa (37) in which a is the known or estimated steering vector of the source of interest.
tional interference to be suficiently removed from the output. We consider the array manifold in (31) and assume the presence of two BPSK sources from 85" and 90" at an SNR of 30 dB. We are interested in the waveform of the latter source, and regard all other contributions to the measurements as interference.
In the first part of this experiment, we compare a beamformer that uses steering vector estimates provided by VESPA(5) with an MVDR beamformer that uses the true steering vector for the source of interest. We call this processor CUMl . The MVDR beamformer that processes the same measurements as CUMl but uses the true steering vector for the source of interest is called MVDR1. We then project the estimated steering vector from VESPA(5) onto the signal subspace as in (37), and compute the weight vector of the processor; this is CUM2. Finally, we project the true steering vector onto the signal subspace and compute the weight vector for the processor; this is MVDR2. The maximum possible output-SINR using the five channels is 23.02 dB.
We varied the data length from 50 to 1000 snapshots in 50 sample increments. We performed 500 independent realizations for each data length, computed the output-SINR for each of the four beamformers for each realization, and averaged the results from the realizations. The results are given in Fig. 18 . It is observed that cumulant-based beamformers are superior to MVDR beamformers that utilize perfectly known steering vector.
Next, we provided a full copy of the array so that we have an array of eight elements. Doing this increases the output SINR to 26.37 dB. MVDRl and MVDR2 use the perfectly known steering vector for the eight sensor array. VESPA (8) can also use ESPRIT (8) to estimate the source steering vectors. The beamformer COVl uses the steering vector estimated by ESPRIT (8) in (27) to compute the beamformer weights. COV2 uses the projection method on the estimated steering vector from ESPRIT(8) to compute the beamformer weights. We compare COVl and COV2 with the four beamformers defined above. The results are given in Fig. 19 . We observe that waveform recovery using ESPRIT(8) is the worst alternative and that cumulant-based beamformers are superior to all others except for the case of 50 snapshots, where CUM1 is inferior to COV2 and MVDR2. We note that, in practice, it is not possible to implement MVDRl and MVDR2 because we do not know the steering vectors for the sources of interest. Then, as Fig.  19 illustrates, COV 1 and COV2 provide good approximations to MVDRl and MVDR2 as long as measurements conform to the ESPFUT data model. Finally, we investigate the advantages of estimating the steering vectors of all sources on the signal recovery performance in an environment where sources may change their power levels. If the steering vectors of the jammers are known or they can be reliably estimated, then it is possible to form a null-MVDR beamformer (30) that puts perfect nulls on the jammers. Such a beamformer will suppress the jammers, even when their powers increase, due to the perfect nulling condition. The MVDR beamformer in (27) will not be able to null the jammers if the jammer powers increase after the weights are computed. With VESPA, we can first estimate the steering vectors of all sources and then put nulls on the jammers. We assume the VESPA(5) configuration (see Fig. 13(a) ), and assume one continuous-wave (CW) and one BPSK source at 20 dB SNR, with bearings of 85" and 90", respectively. We estimate the bearings and steering vectors using VESPA(5) with 1000 snapshots and select the source with bearing 90" as the signal of interest. We compute the weights for MVDR and null-MVDR based on steering vector estimates from VESPA(5). Then, we collect lo00 more snapshots, during which the power of the CW jammer increased to 50 dB, and process the measurements using the beamformers formed by using the first 1000 snapshots. The beamformer outputs are shown in Fig. 20 together with the received measurement from the first sensor at the equal SNR case. It is observed that the jammer leaks through the MVDR beamformer and distorts the message in the MVDR beamformer, but null-MVDR already has a perfect null on the jammer, so that it is not very much affected by this change in the experiment condition. The increase in the size of the signal "cloud" in null-MVDR is due to the fact that one degree of freedom is used to put a perfect null on the jammer that results in increased white noise gain.
In summary, cumulant-based blind signal recovery offers significant advantages over beamformers that use a perfectly known steering vector for the source of interest. The reason for this is mismatches due to the use of the sample covariance matrix in place of true statistics. In addition, knowledge of the steering vectors of all sources provides additional advantages, such as putting perfect nulls on the jammers that are robust to changes in the jammer power levels.
v . CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have proposed an interpretation for describing the potential of cumulants in array processing applications. It has led to the virtual cross-correlation computer (VC3). VC3
can be used to calibrate arbitrary arrays and jointly estimate the direction parameters of far-field sources, design minimumredundancy arrays, and suppress undesired signals.
The most surprising result of our paper is the explanation of how cumulants can increase the effective aperture of an arbitrary array. This fact is reasonable when one considers that forming the covariance matrix is a data reduction technique (rather than storing multichannel snapshots, we compute the sample covariance matrix). It is a well known fact of information theory that we always lose information by data reduction. Forming a cumulant matrix can be considered as an alternate data reduction technique, but a much better one, since it is possible to recover more information from the cumulant matrix about the sources illuminating the array.
The algorithms of this paper (DOA estimation, array calibration, and waveform recovery) are asymptotically insensitive to the spatial correlation structure of additive Gaussian sensor noise. Furthermore, our cumulant-based algorithms are computationally simpler than covariance-based counterparts, which require multidimensional search and suffer from local convergence problems [3 11. The consistency requirements of cumulant and covariance-based approaches are found to be similar, but the latter are applicable to a very limited class of scenarios, i.e., isotropic sensor arrays [21] , whereas the former can calibrate arbitrary arrays using only a doublet of unknown characteristics.
We illustrated experiments in which the virtual-ESPRIT algorithm proposed in this paper provides bearing estimates that are more accurate than those from the ESPRIT algorithm that uses the same number of sensors. We compared signal recovery performance of cumulant-based beamformers with that of the MVDR beamformer, which uses a perfectly known steering vector, and demonstrated that the cumulant-based signal recovery method that estimates the steering vectors from the statistics of the measurements outperforms the MVDR beamformer, especially when the data lengths are short.
There are remaining research issues related to VC3: In a companion paper [4] , [5], we investigate higher-order cumulant-based methods that can suppress near-field nonGaussian noise. In addition, it is important to investigate the advantages of using multiple guiding sensors to improve joint calibration and direction-finding performance with extensions to azimuth-elevation estimation. Using multiple guiding sensors can provide a solution to signal-copy and directionfinding in a correlated signals scenario. The use of other signal selective statistics such as third-order cumulants [6], cyclic-correlation, and cyclic-cumulants for array processing is another research direction currently under investigation.
In this paper, we provided an experimental analysis of the VC3 method for direction-finding and signal-copy applications. It is necessary to evaluate (theoretically) the benefits of having a virtual aperture (obtained using fourth-order cumulants of array snapshots) as a function of the strength of the cumulants of the source signals illuminating the array. Finally, we note that bounds for virtual-aperture extension and rules 
